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Abstract. Mathematical model of evolution of a liquid precursor droplet in the process 
of plasma-chemical transformations for production of micro- and nano-structured ceramic 
powders on the basis of metal oxides is described. A criterion of production of particles 
with different morphology is determined. The results of numerical analysis are given. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Surface reinforcement using micro- and nano-structured ceramic coatings is a very important area in 
modern industry. Metal oxide ceramic powders have proven to be a perfect material for this purpose. 
Development of technologies for their production is an important objective. Along with economic 
efficiency the production technology must make it possible to control end-product morphology. This 
concept includes stable production of powder in a specified (as narrow as possible) range of particle 
size having the form of solid or hollow spheres. These powder parameters in the process of 
application to surfaces will be able to provide a wide range of coating parameters: from a dense film 
to a thermal insulation layer with an extensive system of closed pores. 

Plasma-chemical technology is considered in the framework of this research, the basis of this 
technology is the process of high-temperature decomposition of water solutions of salts obtaining 
ultrafine (nano-) powders of simple and complex oxides[1]. The process of plasma-chemical synthesis 
is a multi-stage one and includes spraying of a liquid precursor with generation of polydisperse drops 
in reactor chamber, movement of particles in the flux of gas heat transfer medium , heating and 
evaporation of drops, followed by diffusion and crystallization of salt in drop volume, salt thermolysis 
along with formation of a microporous metal oxide film under increasing temperature and its sintering 
in the form of a solid hollow particle. 

Particularly when water solution of aluminum nitrate nonahydrate Al(NO3)3�9�2� is used as a 
precursor in thermolysis processes while heating up to 135º� and higher and in the process of further 
decomposition of obtained product at the temperature higher than 200º� end-product Al2�3 is 
obtained according to the following reaction: 

Mathematical modeling of thermal processes in the considered design avoids unnecessary costs in 
establishing the most effective modes of technology acquisition and development of high-silicate melt 
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from the waste of energy and mining industry using the energy of low-temperature plasma. In this 
case, the total cross-sectional area, free to move in this direction of the flow varies from a minimum at 
the entrance to the flow of raw materials up to a maximum at the intersection of the axis of the 
cylindrical crucible and again to a minimum at the expiration of the finished melt (Fig. 2).  

In accordance with a change in the geometry of the flow cross section and the flow rate varies. The 
minimum radial velocity is in the axis of the crucible, where the stream is most intense thermal effect, 
which favorably affects the final result, in terms of the completeness of the greatest melt. On the other 
hand achieve a melt temperature higher than necessary, leading to thermal decomposition of the raw 
material required to loss of useful properties. Preliminary analysis of the modes of fusion by means of 
mathematical modeling, taking into account the maximum design features allowing for an early design 
stage to choose the most rational modes of loading of raw materials, melt and discharge parameters of 
the plasma column. 

4Al(NO3)3 = 2Al2�3 + 12NO2& + 3�2&. 
Analysis of plasma-chemical synthesis indicated that powder particle morphology is formed at the 

stage of droplet evaporation and determined by simultaneous processes taking place in the droplet: 
heating and evaporation of solution, diffusion of salt to the center of the droplet, salt crystallization 
and removal of solvent residues (droplet drying). Full mathematical model of considered processes for 
analysis and selection of the most efficient parameters of plasma-chemical technology includes the 
tasks of calculation of heat transfer medium flow field and movement of liquid precursor particles. 
The flow of gas and condensed particles was considered stationary and axially symmetric; turbulent 
shear stresses were determined by k-'-model constraints, the impact of solution drops on turbulence 
structure was neglected; there were no heat transfer between the gas and channel borders; flow field 
was considered taking into account heat, mass and momentum exchange between droplets (particles) 
and gas-vapor flow [1]. 

2. THEORETICAL

Droplet evolution is considered assuming it has spherical form, constant thermophysical parameters 
and transfer characteristics of solution and solvent and close-to-zero impact of thermodiffusion during 
the whole process. Analysis of Biot numbers for heat and mass transfer processes indicated that the 
droplet under considered conditions has the property of thermally slender body; however, salt 
concentration distribution over the droplet volume cannot be neglected [2].  

Averaged value of droplet temperature T to saturation (boiling) temperature ����  is determined by 

the following equation: 

2

3
Nu( ),

2 �
�� � � �
�� 	

= −

where �  – solution thermometric conductivity coefficient, ��  - flow temperature, Nu  - Nusselt 

numbers, 	  – droplet outer radius. Further thermal influence of the flow on the particle leads to 
droplet size reduction due to solvent evaporation which is simulated in the framework of reduced film 
model [3]: 
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where ( ) /��� � ���� � � � = −  – Spalding number; (
  – gas heat conductivity coefficient; ���� – 

specific heat capacity;   – heat of vaporization . 
The change of salt concentration in droplet solution is described by the following diffusion 

equation: 
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where ��  – diffusion coefficient. Initial conditions for heat conductivity and diffusion equations: 

equal initial concentration and temperature for the whole droplet volume. Concentration field in the 
center of the droplet is considered symmetrical. Up to the moment when droplet temperature reaches 
the value ���� �=  heat exchange on its surface is simulated by the third kind boundary condition. At 

the stage of intensive evaporation of solution the parameters of mass exchange process at moving 
boundary r = R(t)  are determined by the equality of temperatures ���� �=  and mass conservation law 

for the salt at moving surface: 

) .�
� 	�
� �

∂ ∂
= −

∂ ∂
� ����

Analysis of equations (1) and (2) makes it possible to introduce a dimensionless parameter equal to 
the ratio of characteristic time of salt diffusion in droplet volume to characteristic (according to 
reduced film model) time of evaporation of liquid from its surface: 

( )
(

Nu  ln 1 B  .
2)  
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3. Results and discussion

A droplet low-concentration water solution of metal salt with the initial radius R0 = 25 *m was 
considered as an example. At atmospheric pressure and boiling temperature the following values of 
basic parameters were determined: 
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The results of calculation of fields of dimensionless concentrations   �   for different values of 
dimensionless times τ   and values of criterion K are shown in Fig.1: 
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where ���  – experimental critical concentration value, if this value is exceeded salt encrustation 

begins. 

Figure 1. Distribution of salt concentration in the droplet as a function of time 
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As the analysis of calculations and experimental data indicates, formation of "nut"-type particles 
with an outer surface shell and inner cavity takes place at K > 0.75. An example of such 
experimentally obtained "nut" according to TEM data is shown in Fig.2. 

Figure 2. Example of structure and sizes of powder produced 

4. Conclusion

Temperature difference between heat transfer medium and droplet imposes a major impact on K 
parameter at fixed values of thermophysical characteristics of substances (salt and solvent). If the 
temperature difference is small - solid particles are to be formed, otherwise – hollow particles are to 
be formed. When the temperature difference is significant evaporation process is quicker than 
diffusion (K parameter increases), crystallization takes place in subsurface layer only. And vice versa 
when the temperature difference is small salt concentration reaches equilibrium value throughout the 
whole droplet volume.. 
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